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As promised!
We’ve spent a lot of the course focused on sociolinguistics/dialectology

But I wanted to give you a small picture of the other kinds of research you might 
consider doing using GIS

After all, I suppose I can’t make all of you be sociolinguists…

But also I think that linguistics research that really engages the tools that are 
available and challenges what they are capable of only helps us and others who 
use/want to use those technologies

Also, we’ll briefly highlight a few other tools out there that might benefit you and 
your research/teaching



GIS + Corpus
I haven’t spent a lot of time dwelling on the readings, but if you read the Gregory and 
Hardie (2011) piece, you’ve seen a little on how GIS technologies can be brought 
together with corpus linguistics

Corpus linguistics is the study of language through “real world” texts gathered into a 
large body (corpus) for large-scale textual analysis

Such data are annotated or marked-up so as to allow for analysis of certain 
grammatical, phonological, and lexical phenomena

For example, you could have a corpus of American English based on, say, American 
newspapers, to explore whether, over time, reporter style has converged on casual 
style in the use of, say, sentence-final prepositions



GIS + Corpus
In Gregory and Hardie’s case, they sought to bridge the gap between the typically 
textual nature of corpus linguistics and visual nature afforded by the georeferenced 
database that typically accompanies such data

Look through corpus, find proper nouns, limit to place names, create database, 
make pretty map

Also look at collocations, or words that co-occur more often than would be 
expected by chance, to visualize the meanings associated with a place (i.e., this 
place is usually described with words related to war, this one to money, etc.)

Great thing about corpus linguistics is the automation, though this kind of analysis 
requires more intervention



GIS + Corpus





GIS + Language Policy
Oliver (2013) uses GIS to show that GIS can be used to map language-related 
variables to support language planning and policy efforts from below

From below = “public participation GIS” (but, of course, governments could do this 
too…)

Plenty of more geographically-oriented fields already use GIS for such efforts (both 
from below and not)

Focus here specifically on educational policies in Cape Town

Asked questions at individual schools about language choice, mother tongue, etc., 
looking for distribution of languages to help in resources



GIS + Language Policy
Which language do you (educator) 
use with your mother?

Afrikaans = 51.37%

English = 16.28%

Xhosa = 27.48%

I think black = English, white = 
Xhosa…

Use data to understand educator 
proficiencies, practices, and 
attitudes for appropriate allocation 
of resources



GIS + Literacy
Thorne-Wallington (2016) is still 
about education, but this time not 
about policy as much as 
understanding how and why 
literacy rates vary between two 
Missouri towns

Certainly could have policy implications

Literacy is achieved “in context” –
children are shaped by various factors

This piece is more commentary, less 
analysis

Here mapping L2 English achievement 
against SES

I think darker = high poverty, low 
achievement



So many more!
Just a few that are out there:

Burridge (2017) – “Spatial Evolution of Human Dialects” (plus 
https://physics.aps.org/articles/v10/80)
Corbett (2012) – “The signs that bind: identifying individuals, families
and friends in Hismaic inscriptions”
Davies (2002) – “When is a Map not a Map? Task and Language in Spatial 
Interpretation with Digital Map Displays”
Luo et al. (2007) – “Geographic patterns of Zhuang (Tai) kinship terms in Guangxi 
and border areas: a GIS analysis of language and culture change”
Veselinova and Booza (2009) – “Studying the multilingual city: a GIS-based 
Approach”(or the older Williams and Van der Merwe (1996), “Mapping the 
Multilingual City”)

https://physics.aps.org/articles/v10/80


A linguist walks into a geographer’s 
office…

There are many more tools out there that can be used to process, visualize, and (to 
some degree) analyze georeferenced data

Some of these tools may be the default suggestions of geographers when you go to 
meet with them

However, based upon your research goals, they may not be appropriate

Hopefully this brief introduction to a few of them will help you know the difference



R
What is R?

R is a high-level computer language and environment for statistics and graphics
Quickly becoming the standard for many doing stats in linguistics

Performs a variety of simple and advanced statistical methods

Produces high-quality graphics

Because it is a computer language, new functions can be written that extend its 
uses

And, like QGIS, it’s free, open-source software
Maintained by several contributors

Many online resources to help you get started



R
RStudio is an integrated development environment for using R (the language)

You have to download R to run RStudio

And you can use R without RStudio

See https://www.r-project.org/ and https://www.rstudio.com/ for more info

Applications of R normally use a “package”, or a library of special functions designed 
for specific problems

There are HUNDREDS of packages available!

Users write and share them, following certain standards

A user normally only loads the packages he/she needs for a particular analysis

https://www.r-project.org/
https://www.rstudio.com/


R
Various libraries have been developed to enable R to be used as a GIS

These allow all data to be treated in spatial fashion

Further tools permit advanced spatial analysis

There are many ways to make maps in R:

Ggplot2’s geom_map (http://ggplot2.tidyverse.org/reference/geom_map.html)

Leaflet’s R Package (https://rstudio.github.io/leaflet/basemaps.html)

NEW! lingtypology package (https://ropensci.github.io/lingtypology/)

http://ggplot2.tidyverse.org/reference/geom_map.html
https://rstudio.github.io/leaflet/basemaps.html
https://ropensci.github.io/lingtypology/


Carto(DB) and MapBox
Carto(DB): https://carto.com

Free and Open-Source Software
Lots of existing datasets, allows for some analytics
Big feature: ability to create/host a geo-database to link up to other online 
applications

MapBox: https://www.mapbox.com
Free and Open-Source Software
Used in a lot of mapping applications and therefore has a wide network of support
Sometimes hailed as being the future of GIS

Big limitation of both: they are meant to work with point data, not polygon data

https://carto.com/
https://www.mapbox.com/


Leaflet.JS
Leaflet.JS (http://leafletjs.com) is a JavaScript library developed by one of the 
developers from MapBox

Requires web hosting and scripting knowledge

Can be used in:

Visualization: https://asmaloney.com/2015/06/code/clustering-markers-on-leaflet-
maps/

Data Collection: http://depts.washington.edu/flom/

http://leafletjs.com/
https://asmaloney.com/2015/06/code/clustering-markers-on-leaflet-maps/
http://depts.washington.edu/flom/


Fulcrum App
Fulcrum (http://www.fulcrumapp.com) is a simple data collection 
application that you can use to generate your own georeferenced data

A free account (30 days) allows you to create a project that you can share 
with others

Crowd-sourcing of the data then becomes possible

If you find it particularly useful, you can also pay a monthly fee

http://www.fulcrumapp.com/


Data Sources

In Hands-On Activity 2, we had you search for a state office of GIS from which 
you could download data

Other places you can turn (internationally):

ArcOnline (download shapefiles from some providers)

NASA’s EarthData: https://earthdata.nasa.gov (thanks Jie!)

GeoFabrik: https://www.geofabrik.de/data/shapefiles.html

USGS’s GloVis: https://glovis.usgs.gov

DIVA-GIS: http://www.diva-gis.org/gdata

Another collection of links: http://freegisdata.rtwilson.com

https://earthdata.nasa.gov/
https://www.geofabrik.de/data/shapefiles.html
https://glovis.usgs.gov/
http://www.diva-gis.org/gdata
http://freegisdata.rtwilson.com/


Data Sources
For those working in the U.S., here are some other places we’d recommend 
for getting non-linguistic data:

American Community Survey: https://www.census.gov/programs-
surveys/acs/

Data: https://tinyurl.com/y8q456dy

American Fact Finder: 
https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/index.xhtml

Census Bureau’s TIGER: https://www.census.gov/geo/maps-
data/data/tiger-line.html

https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/acs/
https://tinyurl.com/y8q456dy
https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/index.xhtml
https://www.census.gov/geo/maps-data/data/tiger-line.html


Data Sources
Wait! Where’s the georeferenced linguistic data?

If you’re willing to dig around in Python scripts, you can glean some from 
Glottolog’s GitHub page (or so I’m told…): https://github.com/clld/glottolog

Otherwise, most data is not publicly available

LinguistList’s nifty new GeoLing has a name that is slightly misleading…

It’s just not there…yet!

https://github.com/clld/glottolog


Evaluating Data
Actually evaluating the data can be a challenge. Always ask yourself:

Where did the data come from? Are they a trustworthy source?

What were the goals of the mappers in generating data?

What assumptions (politics) are made in the way this data was collected/is being 
represented?

An article written about working with data in the developing world, written by a 
geographer: https://tinyurl.com/y8l4y5k4

https://tinyurl.com/y8l4y5k4


That’s all for today!
Some reminders

Do your discussion board assignment in Canvas before next class

Tuesday = presentation day!
Just needs to be 3-5 minutes

How are you going to use GIS in your research/teaching?

What have you learned, how will you employ it?

Enjoy the weekend! Go see some cool Kentucky stuff…it’s your last chance!!


